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I have a confession for you.
Even though I have four kids, I am firmly and sternly anti-diaper bag.
I once had a frilly, totally “mommy” diaper bag that looked adorable, and my baby, in theory,
would have loved it if she wasn't a baby and noticed such things. The bag fell apart in weeks,
but I was relieved that I didn't have to drag that ugly thing out anymore.
These days, I'm all about the diaper bag that doesn't look like a diaper bag, which is why I am
proud to present this roundup of some of the world's coolest diaper bags — for the world's
coolest moms, of course.
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The Sarah Grace Gold
That super artistic picture there is the newest addition to my non-diaper-bag diaper bag
collection. Which, OK, OK, only consists of this particular bag because I love it. The kind folks
at Lily Jade sent me the Sarah Grace Gold, which I use to fancy myself as fashionable as
Grace Kelly.
In addition to being beautiful, of course, my favorite part of the Lily Jade bags is their
removable baby bag organizer, which allows you to zip away all of your baby gear in complete
and organized bliss. It can totally be removed in seconds if you happen to be lucky enough to
go somewhere sans children and don't feel like switching over to your purse that hasn't seen
the light of day in years anyways.
Pick one up at Lily Jade here, $145
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The Elizabeth in Camel
OK, one more from Lily Jade because this bag is the bag that haunts my dreams. In other
words, it's the bag that I didn't know I needed until a few weeks ago when I took my four kids to
Disney World, and I thought, “Wow, I wish I had a diaper bag that I could also throw on as a
backpack when I have to park the stroller.”
And then I realized that such a bag actually existed in the Elizabeth, and I could have kicked
myself for not buying one. This bag is pretty, functional, and has straps on the back so you can
literally just throw it on as a backpack for when your motherhood adventures require you to
remain hands free. Love that.
Order one here, $295
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Skip Hop Duo Signature Diaper Bag
I did some research and picked this nifty little bag up for its unique features. It has patented
stroller clips so you can convert the bag to hang from your stroller, which, I think, is all kinds of
awesome because I am forever losing my diaper bag into the abyss of the stroller basket at the
precise moment that I need something from it.
It also has lots of outside pockets, which is something every parent totally needs in their life.
Pick one up here for an affordable $60 (It comes in tons of other colors, too!)
Batman Diaper Bag
Sorry, I couldn't resist because this diaper bag also features a burp cloth that looks like — you
guessed it — a cape. I mean, seriously.
Get it here, $34
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Carters' Joy Zip-Down Diaper Bag
I thought I'd end this roundup with a pretty and practical bag that is crazy affordable (under 40
bucks!) and sports a cool feature — a zip-down diaper-changing station. It's kind of handy if
you happen to be the type to constantly misplace a changing pad (ahem) or just can't find a
changing station when you're out and about in public. (Happens. All. The. Time.)
It also has a removable changing pad if you don't want to use the zip-down feature, but still, I
thought it was pretty cool.
Target for the win, yet again.
{ MORE: Eating Sugar During Pregnancy is Linked to Asthma in Babies }
Order one here, $40
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Chaunie Brusie, RN, BSN
Chaunie Brusie is a coffee mug addict, a labor and delivery nurse turned freelance writer, and
a young(ish) mom of four. She is the author of "Tiny Blue Lines: Preparing For Your Baby,
Moving Forward In Faith, & Reclaiming Your Life In An Unplanned Pregnancy" and "The
Moments That Made You A Mother". She also runs Passion Meets Practicality, a community of
tips + inspiration for work-at-home mothers. ... More
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